We've launched nationally!

Thank you for all who came and supported the launch of Inspiring the Future
Australia (ITF) and for the enthusiasm we received! We're more than thrilled at
the success of the event and the great feedback we received, especially from
our volunteers and students in the career activities.
A special thank you to the NSW Education Minister, the Hon. Robert Stokes
MP and the Hon. Stuart Ayers MP for launching ITF and being such
enthusiastic supporters of the campaign.
It was wonderful to hear Rob’s advice that "if you stop moving you won't go
anywhere" and that “a career is a vehicle that takes you where you want to go,
it’s something that gets you somewhere; not something in and of itself that has

to be done a certain way." He also emphasised the importance and value of
building relationships on your career journey and commended ITF as a
valuable way for young people to do this during their school years.

ITF is now open for teachers and volunteers to
sign up and start matching!

It has never been a
better time to volunteer!


Share your career story



Impart any insights or
experiences you've had



Encourage young people to
self-manage their future



Teach resilience and flexibility



Raise the profile of your
industry for young people

Sign up as a teacher and
help your students


Broaden career horizons and
raise aspirations



Challenge gender stereotypes



Learn resilience and flexibility



Appreciate the relevance of
school subjects to their future
career options

Visit inspiringthefuture.org.au
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